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Handbook: Compliance Activities
Community Reinvestment Act Evaluations
Subject:

Section:220
TB 47
June 4,199O

Final Uniform Interagency Community
Reinvestment Act Guidelines

RESCINDED

Summary: The Office of’ Thrift Supervision (OTS) has approved changes to its Community Reinvestment Act
(CRA) rating system and has set forth procedures for the public disclosure of written CRA evaluations. Identical
rating systems and public disclosure procedures are being adopted by the Federal banking regulatory agencies.
These changes will become effective July 1,199O.
For Further Information Contact:
The District Office in which you are
located, or the Compliance Programs Division, Office of Thrift
Supervision, Washington, DC.
Thrift Bulletin 47
Background
Section 1212 of the Financial Institutions
Reform,
Recovery,
and
Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA)
amended the Community Reinvestment Act of 1977 (CRA) in three
significant ways. It requires that (1)
agencies evaluate an institution’s
CRA performance utilizing a fourtiered descriptive rating system, in
lieu of the existing five-tiered
numerical rating; (2) agencies provide a written evaluation with a
public section that addresses each
assessment factor in the regulation
and sets forth the examiner’s conclusion regarding the institution’s performance under each one; and (3)
CRA ratings for examinations commencing on or after July 1,199O be
disclosed to the public. On Decem-’
ber 22, 1989, the Federal Financial
Institutions Examination Council
(FFIEC) published in the Federal
Register Notice of Request for Comments on a proposal to implement
changes to the CRA rating system
mandated by FIRREA. The Notice
also set out proposed uniform procedures for disclosure of the CR4

officeof Thrift superviaim

rating and the preparation of standard, written evaluations. After consideration of 129 comments, the
guidelines and revised rating system were approved by the FFIEC on
April 20,1990, and recommended to
the member agencies for adoption.
OTS is hereby adopting those guidelines and the rating system.
Guidelines

nation procedures. After the examiner reviews an institution’s performance in meeting the credit needs
of its entire community, including
low- and moderate-income neighborhoods
utilizing
the twelve
assessment factors, a rating will be
assigned. The overall CRA performance of financial institutions will
be rated using a four-tiered descriptive rating system as follows:

The uniform interagency CRA final
guidelines provide:

.

“Outstanding record of meeting
community credit needs.”

a comprehensive and uniform
method to be used by the agencies for evaluating the CRA performance of federally regulated
depository institutions, and

.

“Satisfactory record of meeting
community credit needs.”

procedures
for
supervisory
agencies and financial institutions to follow the disclosure to
the public of an institution’s
CRA performance evaluation.
Evaluation of CRA wrformance
The assessment process utilized by
examiners consists of five performance categories which represent a
grouping of the twelve assessment
factors contained in the existing regulation. These twelve assessment
factors are not being revised - the
assessment factors as they exist in
the present CRA regulation will
continue to be inherent in the exami-

l

.

“Needs to improve record of
meeting
community
credit
needs.”
“Substantial noncompliance in
meeting
community
credit
needs.”

The rating system guidelines are
generally descriptive to provide
examiners with the flexibility to
properly factor the nature and composition of a given institution into
the overall assessment. CRA rating
profiles have been developed to
assist the agencies in providing
meaningful written evaluations that
best describe an institution’s CRA
performance. As there is no formal
appeals process, examination procedures will continue to afford ample
opportunity for an institution to
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make sure that, prior to the assigning of a final rating, the examiner
has all relevant information necessary to make an informed judgment
about the institution’s CRA record.
Disclosure of CRA Evaluation
The appropriate superviso
willprepareaCRA
evaluation, separate
examination report, upon completion of CRA examinations commencing on and after July 1, 1990.
The CRA performance evaluation
will include the CRA rating and a
narrative discussion of performance
under the a ssessment factors with
supporting facts. The performance
evaluation will be made available to
the public by the financial institution within 30 business days of its
receipt. The evaluation will, at a
minimum, be placed in the institution’s CRA public file at the head
office and at a designated office in
each local community. The institution is encouraged, but not required,
to include any response it makes to
the evaluation in its CRA public file.
The institution must also revise its
CRA public notice posted in each
depository facility within 30 business days of receipt of its first public
evaluation, to reflect the availability
of the public section of its most
recent CRA performance evaluation.
The institution will provide a copy
of its most current evaluation to the
public, upon request, and may

charge a reasonable fee not to
exceed the cost of r reduction and
mailing (if applicab‘pe). The format
and content of the evaluation, as
prepared by its supervisory agency,
may not be altered or abridged in
any manner.
Reeulatorv Chances
Regulatory changes are necessary to
make provisions of the guidelines
enforceable. O’IS will amend its
ation to require the placeCRAr
ment 0$” the evaluation in the CRA
public file within 30 business days
of its receipt from the agency, and
the addition of language to the CRA
notice indicating that the evaluation
is available, and the address&)
where it can be obtained. The temporary rule, though issued for comment, would be enforceable as of
the July 1 effective date for FlRREA
changes. OTS will issue permanent
amendments to its regulation after
July 1,199O.
Institution CRA Self-Assessment
The Office of Thrift Supervision
strongly believes that each institution should strive to achieve a rating
of “satisfactory” or “outstanding”
record of meeting community credit
needs. Institutions should take
advantage of the window of opportunity which exists before their first
public CRA evaluation to perform a
thorough self-assessment of their

CRA programs. If necessary, an
action plan should be developed to
address any weaknesses in the institution’s CRA program. The joint
statement issued in March 1989 by
the four federal financial supervisory agencies regarding the Community Reinvestment Act can be a
useful guide for the further develop
ment of policies and procedures
which contribute to fulfilling an
institution’s responsibilities under
the CRA on an ongoing basis. One
such procedure encouraged by the
agencies is to expand the CRA Statement to include a description of the
institution’s efforts to ascertain the
credit needs of its community and
to communicate with members of
the community regarding those
needs, and the steps taken by the
institution to help meet the community’s credit needs. Refer to Federal
Home Loan Bank Board Resolution
#89-1036 for a copy of the joint statement. Another useful tool is CYlYs
publication, Corrzp2iance: A SelfAses.smenf Guide, which was issued
to all savings associations in July
1988.
A copy of the Federal Financial
Institutions Examination Council
Uniform Interagency Community
Reinvestment Act Final Guidelines
For Disclosure of Written Evaluations and Revised Assessment Rating System is attached.
Attachment

Jonathan L. Fiechfer
Principal Senj$+rDqmty Director
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FEDERAL FINANCIAL lNSllTUTlONS
EXAMINATIGN COUNCIL

a
.

e

Unlfocm Inbragency Community
Rahvestmant Act Flnal Guldellnas For
Dbclowre Of Written Evaluations And
Revlsed Aaswunent
Ratlng System

c.

Federal Financial Institutions
Examination. Council on behalf of the
Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency, Treasury; Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System: Federal,
Deposit Insurance Corporation: and
Office of Thrift Supervision Treasury.
AOENCV:

ACTION:Notice of final guidelines
revised rating system.

!

and

SUNNARY:The Federal Financial
Institutions Examination Council
(FFIEZ) is finalizing certain changes to
the current format of the Community
Reinvestment Act (CRA) rating system.
These changes are in response to the
recent amendment5 to the CRA
occasioned by the passage of the
Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery
and Enforcement Act of 1999 (FIRREA)
and will become effective July 1.1990.
The FfRRBA amendment5 to the CRA
may be summarized as: (1) Requiring
disclosure to the public of an
institution’s CRA rating: [Z) requiring
that the Federal regulatory agencies
provide a written evaluation of an
institution’s CRA performance utilizing
a four-tiered descriptive rating system,
in lieu of the existing five-tiered
numerical system.
FFIEC Notice

llLulQcooas?WW
s-941999
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On December ZZ, 1989, the FFIBC
published for public comment in the
Federal Register (56 FR 5~914) proposals
to implement all aspects of these
amendments. The comment period
ended on January 29,199O. The FFlJX’e
notice, issued as a set of guidelines,
proposed requirement5 for the examined
institutions to make the CRA
examination assessments and ratings
public. It would have required the
institutions to make public the written
evaluation containing the rating for their
most recent CRA examination by
i~~chding it in their CRA public
comment file. The CRA public comment
file is already required by the existing
CRA regulations. The FFBZC’e notice
would have required that an institution
place the written evaluation in the
public comment file within 30 days of its
receipt from the supervisory agency. It
would have limited the requirement to
making evaluation available in the
public comment file to the institution’s
head office. Also. the notice would have
required the institution to make copies
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of the evaluation available upon request
for no more than the duplicative cost.
Comments Received in Response to the
FTIEC Notice
The agencies received and reviewed
129 comment5 from financial
institutions, the public, research
organizations. governmental agencies.
and member5 of Congress. The major
comments relating to the method
proposed for making the written CRA
Performance Evaluations and CRA
ratings public are addressed below.

1. Appeals Process
Many financial institution
commenters felt that a process is needed
to appeal the agencies’ CFM ratings and
conclusions. These concerns reflected
the view that due to the subjective
nature of certain aspects of the rating
system, there exists the possibility that
examiner5 may assign different ratings
based on a review of identical factual
circumstances. Given the potential for
adverse public and media reaction to
these newly publicized evaluations and
ratings, a method for appealing an
agency’s conclusions was viewed as
essential.
The agencies are mindful of the
sensitive nature of CRA ratings but do
not believe there is a need to institute a
formal appeals process. Further, such
appeals would unduly prolong the
examination process. The agencies
believe that the present, consistently
employed, examination procedures
afford ample opportunity for an
institution to make sure of that, prior to
the assigning of the final rating, the
examiner has all relevant information
necessary to make an informed
judgment about the institution’s CRA
record.
During the examination, the examiner
engages in discussions with an
institution’s personnel to elicit all
relevant information. Further, it is
standard practice that the examiner
meet with the appropriate level5 of
management prior to completing the
examination to provide a preliminary
assessment of the findings and to give
the institution a final opportunity to
correct any misunderstandings
or supply
any further information relevant to the
institution’s CRA performance.
Furthermore, the agencies consider
information obtained from community
groups that are contacted to discuss the
credit needs of community and
especially those credit needs that are
not being met by the financial
institutions located in that community.
Additionally, all public comments
contained in the institution’s CRA public

.

i
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file are reviewed and considered in
assessing that institution’s CRA
performance, and commenters are
contacted if deemed necessary.
The agencies believe that the
proposals included in the FFIEC’s Notice
meet the purposes of the CRA. the needs
of the public, and the interests of the
institutions. The statue calls for public
disclosure of the examiner’s assessment
of the institution’s performance, not a
record of the views of the examiner, the
institution, and the public.
Consequently, the agencies believe the
examiner, and by extension the agency
the examiner represents, is called upon
by the CRA to give his or her own view
during the examination process of the
institution’s performance, giving
appropriate consideration to the views
of, and facts presented by, the
institution and the public. The FFIEC’s
notice attempted to accommodate the
concerns by the financial institution
commenters that their views would not
be sufficiently reflected in the final
evaluation by encouraging, but not
requiring, the institution to comment on
the written CRA Performance
Evaluation and to place those comments
in its public file. The public is currently
permitted to place any comments it
wishes to register in the institution’s
public comment file, and those might be
directed toward the public CRA
Performance Evaluation as well.
The agencies believe that their
present system of local, regional, or
district-level review, along with
oversight at the headquarters level, will
continue to assure to the greatest degree
possible that their examiners produce
factuallv accurate CRA Performance
Evaluadons and that they effectively
communicate justified ratings.
Institutions and the public are
encouraged to bring to the examiners’
attention any information that beam on
an institution’s record of helping to meet
the credit needs of its community.
2. Distribution of Public Evaluations
The FFIEC’enotice would have
required, at a minimum, that the
institution make its written CRA
Performance Evaluation and CRA rating
publicly available by placing it in the
public comment file at the head office. It
also would have required that this be
done within XI days of its receipt of the
written CRA Performance Evaluation.
The institution would have been
required to revise the CRA Notice it is
already required to maintain in the
public lobby of each of its offices, other
than off-premises electronic deposit
facilities, to inform the public of the
availability of the evaluation and where
it can be obtained. This system was
s-041999
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proposed by the FFIEC primarily to
promote ease of administration and
because it will be less likely to lead to
errors (for example, where a branch
inadvertently maintained an out-of-date
evaluation in its public comment file).
This was viewed as a potential problem,
especially for larger institutions serving
more than one community.
Community group comments argued
strongly for wider availability of the
evaluations throughout the various
communities an institution might serve’.
They cited the difficulties, especially for
low- and moderate-income people, of
having to go to another community to
personally retrieve a copy of the
evaluation. This problem is most
apparent where the institution operates
over a large geographic area such as an
entire state.
To address this concern, the FFEIC is
modifying its proposal to require that
the institutions place the evaluation in
the CRA public file at the head office
and at one designated office in each
local community. In other words, the
evaluation will be kept at all of the
locations where institutions are at
present required to keep their CRA
public file. The agencies believe this
modification enhances convenient
public access to the evaluation and does
not impose additional administrative
burden on Institutions.
Some community group commenters
suggested requiring institutions to place
more than the most recent CRA
Performance Evaluation in the public
files. While the agencies support
disclosure of institutions’ CRA
performance, they do not believe that it
is necessary for an Institution to place
more than the most recent evaluation in
its public file. Such a requirement would
exceed the record retention
responsibility contemplated by the CRA.
Retaining prior adverse evaluations
which have become outdated would
have minimal bearing on institutions’
current CRA performance. Institutions
may. at their discretion, include ln the
Public file more than the most recent
CRA evaluation.
3. Timing of Disclosure Availability
The FFIElc’s notice would have
required institutions to place the
evaluation in the CRA public file within
30 days after its receipt and would
encourage them to place a response in
the file as well. Many financial
institution commenters felt the 30 day
time period was too short. They stated
that additional time is needed for board
of directors review of the evaluation and
response preparation.
The agencies note that examining
staffs. as a matter of standard practice,

discuss their preliminary assessment of
CRA performance with the institution’s
management at the time of the exit
interview. Usually, after completion of
the on-site portion of the examination, a
report processing period of at least 30
days elapses before transmittal of the
examination report to the institution.
These practices give the institution
ample time between conclusion of the
examination and transmittal of the
examination report and CRA
Performance Evaluation to prepare a
response. However, the agencies are
modifying the proposal to afford
institutions 30 business days to place
the evaluation and, if they so choose,
their responses, in the CRA public file.
4. Reproduction

4

-A

and Mailing Costs

Industry commenters want to charge
reproduction costs and mailing costs.
Institutions may charge a reasonable
mailing fee since the public has the
option to view the documents in the
institutions’ office at no cost. While the
agencies’ CRA regulations already
permit institutions to charge a
reproduction fee for CRA statements,
the FFIEC is modifying the regulations to
also permit the assessment of mailing
fees in connection with public requests
for CRA statements.
5. Use of CRA Ratings and Evaluations
for Advertising Pwposes
Two industry commenters and one
community group commenter questioned
whether, and how, institutions would be
permitted to use CRA evaluations and
ratings for advertising or marketing
purposes. The FFIEC is not placing any
limitations on the institutions’ prudent
use of this information. The agencies
believe that an institution’s use of its
CRA rating or evaluation must not be
misleading in nature. It must clearly
represent the fact that the rating or
evaluation reflect the institution’s CRA
performance and not its financial
condition.

l
-.

6. Annual Agency Compilations
Several community group commenters
want the agencies to publish annual
compilation of the ratings and
evaluations for each institution
examined in the preceding 12 months.
The agencies believe this should not be
an interagency undertaking and that
they will sufficiently fulfill the intent of
Congress by making the evaluations and
ratings available to the public through
the examined institutions.
FOR FURTHERINFoI)YATlON CONTACT:
Federal Reserve Board: Glenn E. Loney,
Assistant Director, Consumer and
Community Affairs (202) 452-3565.
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Conrumer Affaim (aoZ) 896-3538.
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency:
John H. McDowell, Director. Consumer
Activities Divirion (202) 2874265.
Office of Thrift Supervision: Jerauld C.
Rluckman. Director, Divirion of
Compliance Programa (202) 7sMX4Z
uniform lntsrsgsncy

communfty

Reinvestment Act F& Guidelines For
Disclosure of Written Evaluations And
Revised Assessment Rating System.
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Help encourage greater attention by
the institution’s board of directors,
management and employees to the
institution’s CRA performance in all
community areas served by local
depository offices.
The financial institution would be
required to:
Make its most current CRA
performance evaluation available to the
public within XI business days of its
receipt;
At a minimum, place the evaluation
in the institution’s CRA public file
located at the head office and a
designated office in each local
community:
Add the following language to the
institution’s required CRA public notice
that is posted in each depository facility,
within 30 business days of receipt of the
first evaluation:
l

l

l

The new section 807 of the
Community Reinvestment Act (CRA)
requires that tbe appropriate Federal
depository institution regulatory agency
shall prepare a written evaluation of the
institution’s record of meetng the credit
needs of its entire community, including
low- and moderate-income
neighborhoods. Section 807, in addition,
requires that these written evaluations
have a public and confidential section.
The procedures detailed below will be
followed by the supervisory agencies
and the financial institutions to disclose
to the public an institution’s CRA
performance evaluation.
Disclosure by the Financial Institution
The appropriate supervisory agency
will prepare an institution’s CRA
performance evaluation upon
completion of CRA examinations
commencing on and after July 1,lssO
and will transmit the evaluation to the
institution at the same time it sends the
written’ CRA examination
report. The
CRA Performance evaluation will be a
separate document, distinct from the
examination report, thereby maintaining
the confidentiality of the examination
report and complying with the statutory
mandates.
This approach will provide convenient
access by tbe public to each institution’s
evaluation as it will:
Ensure public access to the
evaluation in communities served by the
institution:
Be’consistent with other
requirements already imposed on
financial institutions by current CRA
regulations (e.g., maintenance of CM
statements and public file, posting of
CRA notice).
Facilitate comparisons by the public
of the CRA statement prepared by the
institution with the evaluation prepared
by the supervisory agency. Indirectly, it
could encourage development of well
documented. expanded CRA statements
by each institution, as recommended by
the Statement of the Fedeml Financial
Supervisory Agencies Regaxiing the
l

l

l

Community Reinvestment
13742 (April 5,lSftS).
!GO41999

Act. See 54

0023(01)(30-APR-90-IIM22)

l

You may obtain the public rection of our

most recent CRA Performance Evaluation,
which was prepared by (nome ofager~cy). at
[address of head office) lif fhe institution has
&on? than-one locbi co%unity, each office
(other than off-memises electxuzic deposit

facilities) in -&bt community shall alsb
include the address of the designated offke
for that community].

Provide a copy of its current
evaluation to the public, upon request,
and will be authorized to charge a fee
not to exceed the cost of reproduction
and mailing (if applicable):
The format and content of the
institution’s evaluation, as prepared by
its supervisory agency, may not be
altered or abridged in any manner. The
institution is encouraged to include its
response to the evaluation in its CRA
public file.
l

Format and Content of Required
Written Evaluation
In addressing the format and content
of disclosures, the agencies believe two
considerations should be emphasized.
Fit, the agencies strive to achieve
consistency in preparing the
evaluations. Consistency will facilitate
public understanding of evaluations and
promote a common understanding of
CRA. A common understanding
shared
by community groups, regulators, and
depository institutions regarding CRA
should result in reasonable expectations
and constructive dialogue with respect
to

CRA issues.
Second, the language used in

preparing the CRA evaluations should
be simple and concise. Evaluations
should be written in a manner
understandable
to the public. Acronyms,
technical banking or regulatory
terminology, and unexplained banking
concepts should not be used.
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Uniform Format

Because of the need for confidential
treatment of the examination report, the
CRA evaluation will be prepared as a
stand-alone document, that may be
extracted from the CRA examination
report, eliminating information
precluded by statute or deemed by the
agencies to be confidential. The relevant
statutory provisions read as follows:
“(c) COIWDENTIAL SECTION OF
REPORT
(1) Privacy of Named Individuals.-The
confidential section of the written evaluation
ehall contain all references that identify any
customer of the institution, any employee or
officer of the institution, or any pemon or
organization that hae provided information in
confidence to a Federal or State depository
institutions regulatory agency.
(2) Topics sot Suiiab& foi Disclosure.The confidential rection ahall also contain
any rtatements obtained or made by the
appropriate Federal depoaitory institutiona
regulatory agency in the couree of an
examination which, in the judgment of the
agency. are too sensitive or speculative in
nature to dirclore to the institution or the
public.
(3) Disclosure To Depository Institution.The confidential section may be dieclosed, in
whole or part, to the institution, if the
appropriate Federal depository inetitutions
regulatory agency determines that such
disclosure will promote the objectives of this
Act. However, diacloeure under this
paragraph shall not identify a person or
organization that hae provided information in
confidence to a Federal or State depository
fnetitutione regulatory agency.”
(Sec. 1212,FIRREA. Pub. L No. 101-73.103
Stat. 183)

Content of Evaluation
To facilitate understanding of the
CRA. it is desirable to preface the
evaluation with background information
outlining the general purposes of the
CRA and explaining the evaluation.
Evaluations will be based only on the
examiners’ findings from the time the
examination starts until tbe CRA
Performance Evaluation receives the
final approval from the appropriate
supervisory agency. The agencies will
not include in the CRA Performance
Evaluation an institution’s verbal or
written response to CRA examination
findings that are received after the
supervisory office has given its final
approval to the examiner’s Evaluation.
The agencies encourage, but do not
require, financial institutions to include
their response to the evaluation in their
CRA Public File.
Evaluation

Format

To ensure maximum consistency, tbe
agencies will use a standard format. The

-

Faieral
evaluation
sections:

.

will consist of four diStinCt
Page and General

Section II-Rating lnformationIdentification of Ratings
Section III-The Institution’8 Specific
Rating and Narrative Dircurring Performance
under the Aererrment Factom and
Supporting Facto
Section IV-Additional
Information

c.
-

Section I-cover

Page and Geneml

Information
The cover page will include:
1. The date of the evaluation.
2. The name and addreacl of the inetttution.
3. The name and address of the supervisory
agency.
4. A cautionary note rtating that the CRA
evaluation ir not an arrerement of the
fmancial condition of the inrtitution.

A standard “General Information”
page will address the purpose of both
the CRA and the public written
evaluation. It will also provide a
statement on the basis for the rating.
Section I.-Rating

_- -

Information

This page will contain the four ratings
specified in section BW of the CRA. A
brief description of each of the ratings
will precede the presentation of the
particular institution’s rating and will
provide a standard for comparison. For
example, presentation of a “Needs to
Improve” rating will clearly be
identified as not being the worst
possible rating.
Section III-Discussion
Performance

of Institution ‘s

This page will contain:
l The rating
for the institution
resulting from the examination.
l The performance
categories will be
listed with the relevant assessment
factors, as written in the regulation,
spelled out and followed by a narrative
supporting the conclusion under each
factor.

Section IV.-Additional

_

Information

This section may include any other
relevant information that does not
appropriately fit in other sections, such
as the Metropolitan Statistical Area
(MSA) in which the institution is
located, the location of branches, and
the location of the appropriate HMDA
depository.
A sample evaluation is presented
below.
s-041999
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and local economic conditions end

Sample Evahutlo~~
Public Disclosure

Section I-cover
Information Page

-

Rstgister

0024(01)(3&APR-!30-1t44z2S)

(Date of Evaluation)
Community Reinvestment
Performance Evaluation

Act

(Name of Depository Institution)
(Institution’s Identification Number)
(Address)
(Name of Supervisory
(Address)

Agency)

Note This evaluation is not, nor should it
be conetrued an. an aeeessment of the
financial condition of thie institution. The
rattng arntgned to this inrrtitution doer not
repneent an analysis. conclurion or opinion
of the federal financial rupervirory agency
concemtng the rafety and 8oundnerr of this
financial inrtitution.

Geneml Information
This document is an evaluation of the
Community Reinvestment Act (CRA)
performance of (Name of depository
institution) prepared by (Name of
agency), the institution’s supervisory
agency.
The evaluation represents the
agency’s current assessment and rating
of the institution’s CRA performance
based on an examination conducted as
of (tie date on the cover). It does not
reflect any C&I-related activities that
may have been initiated or discontinued
by the institution after the completion of
the examination.
The purpose of the Community
Reinvestment Act of 1977 (12 U.S.C.
2Wl), as amended, is to encourage each
financial institution to help meet the
credit needs of the communities in
which it operates. The Act requires that
in connection with its examination of a
financial institution, each federal
financial supervisory agency shall (1)
assess the institution’s record of helping
to meet the credit needs of its entire
community, including low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods,
consistent with safe and sound
operations of the institution, and (2) take
that record of performance into account
when deciding whether to approve an
application of the institution for a
deposit facility.
The Financial Institutions Reform,
Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989,
Pub. L No. IM-73, amended tbe CRA to
require. the Agencies to make public
certain portions of their CRA
performance assessments of financial
institutions.

Basis for the Rating
The assessment of the institution’s
record takes into account its financial
capacity and size, legal impediments

environment in which it operates.
Assessing the CRA performance is a
process that does not rely on absolute
to adopt specific activities, nor to offer
specific types or amounts of credit. Each
institution has considerable flexibility in
determining how it can best help to meet
the credit needs of its entire community.
In that light, evaluations are based on a
review of 12 assessment factors, which
are grouped together under 5
performance
categories, as detailed in
the following section of this evaluation,
Assignment of Rating
Identification

of Ratings

In connection with the assessment of
each insured depository institution’s
CRA performance, a rating is assigned
from the following groups:
Outstanding record of meeting
community credit needs.
An institution in this group has an
outstanding record of, and is a leader in,
ascertaining and helping to meet the
credit needs of its entire delineated
community, including low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods, in a
manner consistent with its resources
and capabilities.
Satisfactory record of meeting
community credit needs.
An institution in this group has a
satisfactory record of ascertaining and
helping to meet the credit needs of its
entire delineated community, including
low- and moderate-income
neighborhoods, in a manner consistent
with its resources and capabilities.
Needs to improve record of meeting
community credit needs.
An institution in this group needs to
improve its overall record of
ascertaining and helping to meet the
credit needs of its entire delineated
community, including low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods, in a
manner consistent with its resources
and capabilities.
Substantial noncompliance in meeting
community credit needs.
An institution in this group has a
substantially deficient record of
ascertaining and helping to meet the
credit needs of its entire delineated
community, including low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods, in a
manner consistent with its resources
and capabilities.
Discussion

of Institution’s

Institution’s

Rating:

Performance

-

.

.A
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This institution is rated [Insert
Applicable Rating] based on the
findings presented below.
I. Ascertainment
Need0

of Community

Credit

Assessment Factor A-Activities
conducted by the institution to ascertain
the credit needs of its community,
including the extent of the institution’s
efforts to communicate with members of
its community regarding the credit
services being provided by the
institution.
(Conclusion/Support):
Assessment Factor C-The extent of
participation by the institution’s board
of directors in formulating the
institution’s policies and reviewing its
performance with respect to the
purposes of the Community
Reinvestment Act.
(Conclusion/Support):
II. h4erketing and Types of Credit
Offemd and Extended
Assessment Factor B-The extent of
the institution’s marketing and special
credit-related programs to make
members of the community aware of the
credit services offered by the institution.
[Conclusion/Support):
Assessment Factor I-The
institution’s origination of residential
mortgage loans, housing rehabilitation
loans, home improvement loans, and
small business or small farm loanr
within its community, or the purchase of
such loans originated in its community.
(Conclusion/Support):
Assessment Factor J---The
institution’s participation in
governmentally-insured,
guaranteed or
subsidized loan programs for housing,
small businesses, or small farms.
(Conclusion/Support):
III. Geographic Distrtbution md Reoord
0fopeningandcloaingOtRcsr
Reasonableness of Delineated
Community
(Conclusion/Support):
Assessment Factor E-The geographic
distribution of the institution’s credit
extensions, credit applications, and
credit denials.
[ConcJusion/Support):
Assessment Factor G-The
institution’s record of opening and
closing offtces and providing services at
offices.
(Conclusion/Support):
. . .
Dmmmmatton and Other I&gal
Lt
Practice8
Assessment Factor D-Any practices
Intended to discourage applications for
s-041999
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types of credit set forth in the
institution’s CRA Statement(s).
(Conclusion/Support):
Assessment Factor F-Evidence
of
prohibited discriminatory or other illegal
credit practices.
(Conclusion/Support):
V. Community Development
Assessment Factor H-The
institution’s participation, including
investments, in local community
development and redevelopment
projects or programs.
(Conclusion/Support):
Assessment Factor K-The
Institution’s ability to meet various
community credit needs based on its
financial condition and size, legal
impediments, local economic conditions
and other factors.
(Conclusion/Support):
Assessment Factor L-Any other
factors that, in the regulatory authority’s
judgment, reasonably bear upon the
extent to which an institution is helping
to meet the credit needs of its entire
community.
(Conclusion/Support):
Revised Uniform Interagency
Commnnlty Reinvestment Act
Assessment Rating Syrtem
Introduction
The revised CRA Rating System
provides a comprehensive and uniform
method used by the agencies for
evaluating the Community Reinvestment
Act (CRA) performance of federally
regulated financial depository
institutions. It ranks the overall
performance of financial institutions in
helping to meet community credit needs,
inciuding thoee of low- and moderateincome neighborhoods, using a fourtiered descriptive rating system, as
mandated by the Financial Institutions
Reform. Recovery and Enforcement Act
of 1eeS (FIRREA). This rating system is
to be used in connection with
examinations commencing on and after
July 1,199o.
According to Section 507 of the CRA,
these ratings are:
1. “Outstanding record of meeting
community credit needs.”
2. “!htirfactory record of meeting
community credit needs.”
3. ‘Needn to improve record of meeting
community credit needr.”
4. “Subrtantial noncompliance in meeting
community credit needs.”

The overall assessment of an
institution is based on its performance
in helping to meet various community
credit needs. The assessment process
usea five “performance categories”
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which represent a grouping of the twelve
assessment factors contained in the
regulations which implement the CRA.
The assessment of an institution’s
record in helping to meet community
credit needs takes into account a
number of unique and complex factors.
Among these factors are the financial
capacity. type of operation and size of
an institution, legal impediments, local
and regional economic conditions and
demographics, and the competitive
environment in which an institution
operates. All of these factors have a
significant bearing on how an institution
fulfills its obligation to help meet the
credit needs of its local community. The
overall performance of an institution,
however. is primarily related to its
efforts and success in helping to meet
the credit needs of its local community.
A comparison of an institution’s
performance with that of its peers is not
a part of the assessment process.
Because of the various factors
considered in the assessment of an
institution’s record of CRA performance,
the rating system guidelines are
generally descriptive. Moreover, the
rating system recognizes that all
attributes do not apply to every
institution. Examiners are expected to
use their judgment in determining the
rating that best describes an institution’s
performance under CRA. The rating
system provides examiners with
considerable flexibility DOthat the
nature and composition of a given
institution can be properly factored into
the overall assessment.
To maintain a balanced perspective,
examiners must carefully consider
information provided by both the
institution and the community.
Assessing the CRA performance of an
institution is a process that does not rely
on absolute standards. Consequently,
the rating system purposefully does not
preassign any relative weights to
individual assessment factors or
performance categories. In this way, the
rating system provides the flexibility
necessary for examiners to weigh the
factors and categories consistent with
their significance in the context of a
particular institution. However,
compliance with antidiscrimination
laws
and regulations, including fair lending
and fair housing laws, has great
significance in reaching the overall
conclusion.
The CRA rating system considers and
integrates the guidance provided in the
Statement of the Fedeml Financial
Supervisory Agencies Regarding the
Community Reinvestment Act. (Joint
Statement) See 54 Fed. Reg. 13742 (April
5,1959]. The Joint Statement identifies

.
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the various types of policies, procedures
and programs the agencies believe
constitute a sound approach by an
institution toward fulfilling its CRA
responsibilities.
pursuant to the Joint Statement, an
effective CRA process should include
methods to ascertain community credit
needs on an ongoing basis through
outreach efforts and methods to
incorporate those findings into the
development of products and services
the institution decides to offer to meet
identified credit needs. The CRA plan
should include marketing and
advertising programs for lending
products and services that inform and
stimulate awareness throughout all
segments of the institution’s local
community. The duty to coordinate and
monitor the CRA process should be
assigned to a senior officer or committee
charged with the responsibility to report
periodically to the institution’s board of
directors about CRA efforts,
performance, and areas for
improvement, where appropriate. An
employee training program should be
established which addresses policies
and procedures of the institutions
designed to comply with
antidiscrimination
laws and regulations
and help meet community credit needs.
As part of the management of the
CRA process, the agencies also expect
institutions to maintain reasonable
documentation of the activities
conducted to implement the institution’s
CRA policies, procedures and pmgrama.
Finally, the agencies believe it would be
especially useful for an institution to
expand its CRA statement to include a
description of the activitier the
institution has undertaken to meet its
responsibilities under CRA. This
expansion would enhance the prospects
for an informed dialogue about CRArelated issues between the institution
and members of the public.
The following CRA rating profiles
have been developed to assist the
agencies in providing meaningful written
evaluations that best describe an
institution’s CRA performance. By
providing a thorough description of the
attributes of performance for each rating
category and assessment factor. the
rationale for an institution’s ultimate
CRA rating may be more readily
understood. In applying the profiles. it is
not expected that each attribute will be
met. inherent in the rating system is the
fact that each institution is different in
type, size. product mix, customer
orientation, and geography. The rating
assigned to an institution will reflect the
CRA rating profile that best, but perhaps
not fully, describes the institution’s CRA
s-041999
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performance. An institution that is
considered outstanding, for example.
will have substantially exhibited the
characteristics (to the extent applicable)
found in the CRA rating profile for an
outstanding performance.
CRA Rating Profiles
Outstanding Record of Meeting
Community Credit Needs
An institution in this group has an
outstanding record of aecertairiing and
helping to meet the credit needs of its
entire local community, including lowand moderate-income neighborhoods, in
a manner consistent with its resources
and capabilities. CRA is a demonstrated
and important component of the
institution’s planning process and is
explicitly reflected in its formal policies,
procedures, and training programs. The
management of the CRA process is
thorough and includes comprehensive
and readily available documentation of
the institution’s CRA-related activities.
The board of directors and senior
management are highly involved in
planning for, implementing, and
monitoring the institution’s C&I-related
performance. The institution has played
a leadership role in promoting economic
revitalization and growth and/or has
engaged in other activities to help meet
community credit needs. The institution
is highly involved with a broad
spectmm of community organizations
and the public sector. The institution
employs affirmative outreach efforts to
determine community credit needs and
addresses them through innovative
product development. The institution’s
marketing aggressively promotes credit
services including, when appropriate,
special programs which are responsive
to the needs of the community and, as a
result, the institution has extended loans
which significantly benefit the
community. The CRA statement
correctly lists all of the institution’s
credit products available throughout its
local community. The institution’s
delineated community meets the
purpose of the CRA and does not
exclude low- and moderate-income
neighborhoods. The geographic
distribution of the institution’s credit
extensions, applications, and denials
reflect a reasonable penetration of all
segments of its local community.
Internal monitoring procedures are well
documented. The institution is in
substantial compliance with all
provisions of the antidiscrimination
laws and regulations, including fair
lending and fair housing laws. The
institution has demonstrated the ability
to monitor and assess its own

performance, and it presents no
supervisory concern in CRA matters.
Satisfactory Record of Meeting
Community Credit Needs
An institution in this moue has a
I
satisfactory record of aiceriaining and
helping to meet the credit needs of its
entire local community, including lowand moderate-income neighborhoods, in
a manner consistent with its resources
and capabilities. CRA is routinely
considered in the institution’s planning
process. The CRA program, including
goals, objectives and methodology for
self-assessment, is articulated and
generally understood by all levels of the
institution, but may not be explicitly
reflected in its formal policies,
procedures, and training programs.
Employee training for CRA is adequate.
The management of the CRA process is
satisfactory and includes adequate
documentation of the institution’s CRArelated activities. The board of directors
and senior management have regular
involvement in the institution’s CRA
planning, implementation and
monitoring process. The institution hae a
satisfactory level of involvement with
most community organizations and the
public sector. The institution determines
its community credit needs and
normally addresses them through
appropriate loan product developmen
The institution has played a eupportiv U
role in promoting and participating in
economic revitalization and pwtb
and/or has demonstrated a willingness
to explore other activities which help to
.
meet community credit needs. The
institution has marketed credit services
which address identified community
credit needs and has extended loans
which benefit its local community. The
CRA statement correctly lists the
majority of the institution’s credit
products available throughout its local
community. The institution’s delineated
community meets the purpose of the
CRA and does not exclude low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods. The
geographic distribution of the
institution’s credit extensions,
applications, and denials demonstrates
a reasonable penetration of all segments
of its local community. The institution is
in compliance with the substantive
provisions of antidiscrimination
laws
and regulations, including fair lending
and fair housing laws. The institution
does not present a supervisory concern
in CRA matters. It may, however.
benefit from additional encouragement
to ascertain and help meet community
credit needs, initiate community
contracts, or pursue special programs
an ongoing and more aggressive basis. 9
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Needs

to lmp~ve Record of Meeting
Community Credit Needs

Substantial Noncompliance
Community Credit Needo

h institution in thie group needs to
improve its overall record of
ascertaining and helping to meet the
credit needs of its entire local
community, including low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods, in a
manner coneietent with it0 resources
and capabilities. The institution’s
program for meeting responsibilities
under CRA is inadequate: specific,
identifiable weaknesses are apparent.
The board of directors and eenior
management provide only limited
support to the CRA training of
personnel. The institution does not
adequately document or monitor ite
CRA-related activities. The board of
directors and senior management have
limited involvement in the institution’s
CRA planning, implementation and
monitoring process, if such process
exists. The institution engage8 in limited
affirmative outreach to the community,
passively determines credit needs and
addressee them primarily with existing
standard loan products. The institution
has limited, if any, involvement with
local community organizations and the
public sector. The institution har played
only a limited role in developing
projects to foster economic
revitalization and growth, but
management may express a willingness
to consider participation in other
activities which help meet community
credit needs if they are presented to the
institution. The institution has limited
marketing of credit rervices responsive
to community credit needs, and
advertisements are not generally
reflective of identified community credit
needs. The CRA statement may not
accurately reflect certain credit products
that the institution makes available
throughout its local community. The
institution’s delineated community is
unreasonably and may exclude some
low- and moderate-income
neighborhoods. The geographic
distribution of the institution’s credit
extensions. applications, and denials
demonstrates an unjustified,
disproportionate lending pattern,
adversely impacting low- and moderateincome neighborhoods within its local
community. The institution is not in
compliance with the substantive
provisions of antidiscrimination
laws
and regulations, including fair lending
and fair housing lawn. The institution is
of supervisory concern in CRA matters
and require.8 strong encouragement to
improve the level of performance.

An institution in this group has a
substantially deficient record of
ascertaining and helping to meet the
credit needs of its entire local
community, including low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods, in a
manner consistent with its resources
and capabilities. CRA responsibilities
are rarely, if ever, considered within the
institution’s planning process or its
policies, procedures. or training
programs. The institution does not have
a viable program for meeting
responsibilities under CRA. The
institution does not actively monitor ite
CRA activities. Little or no
documentation exists to demonstrate an
adequate level of performance. The
board of directors and senior
management have little, if any,
involvement in the institution’s CRA
planning, implementation and
monitoring process. The institution has
no meaningful interaction with
community organizations and the public
sector. The institution has not actively
promoted community economic
revitalization or growth, and it has
ahown very limited interest in pursuing
other activities to address community
credit needs. The institution is not
generally aware of existing credit needs
and may not have appropriate loan
products to address them. The
institution does not advertise credit
services baaed upon identified
community needs. The CRA statement is
materially inaccurate with respect to the
types of credit the institution ia willing
to make available throughout its local
community. The institution’s delineated
community ie unreasonable and
excludes low- and moderate-income
neighborhoods. The institution’s
restrictive credit policies contribute to
unjustified. disproportionate
lending
patterns. adversely impacting low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods within
its local community. The institution is in
substantial noncompliance with
antidiscrimination
laws and regulation&
including fair lending and fair housing
laws. The institution is of significant
supervisory concern in CRA matters and
requires the strongest supervisory
encouragement to be responsive to
community credit needs.
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Performance Categories Summary
To evaluate an institution’s CRA
performence. the twelve assessment
factors and criteria are grouped into the
following performance categories:
I. Ascertainment of Community Credit
Needs.
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II. Marketing and Types of Credit
Offered and Extended.
III. Geographic Distribution and
Record of Opening and Closing Offices.
IV. Discrimination and Other Illegal
Credit Practices.
V. Community Development.
Performance Categories
Below are guidelines for determining
the level of a financial inetitution’s
performance under each assessment
factor as prescribed in the implementing
regulations (designated below by the
letters (A) through (L)). The various
performance categories are generally
descriptive, and all attributes do not
neceeearily apply to every institution.
I. Ascertainment
Needs

of Community Credit

The institution is evaluated in this
category on ite employment of effective
techniques for gathering information to
identify community credit needs.
Examinern evaluate the effectiveness of
an institution’s review and development
of products and services related to
identified community credit needs. The
evaluation process includes the
following aeeeesment factors:
[A) Activities conducted by the
institution to ascertain the credit needs
of its community, including the extent of
its efforts to communicate with members
of its community regarding the credit
services being provided by the
institution.
(C) The extent of participation by the
institution’s board of directors in
formulating policies and reviewing the
institution’s performance with respect to
the purposes of the Community
Reinvestment Act.
Outstanding
Assessment

Factor A

The institution has an outstanding
record of determining the credit needs of
its local community, including low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods. This
may take the form of:
Ongoing, meaningful contracts with
a full range of individuals and groups
representing civic, religious,
neighborhood, minority, small business,
and commercial and residential real
estate development;
Ongoing contract with officials and
leadem from city, county, state and
federal governments and active
participation in public programs: and,
Established, productive
releationships such as those with
private, non-profit developers or
financial intermediaries resulting in
public/private partnership activities.
l

l

l

mm
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The institution regularly collects and
analyze8 local demographic data in
relation to its leading activities.
The board of directors and senior
management maintain a proactive
attitude and a high degree of
responsiveness in addressing
community credit needs through product
development, including loans for
residential mortgages, housing
rehabilitation. home improvement, small
businesses, small farms, and rural
development.
Senior management performs
systematic and regular review8 of
lending services.
The institution offers products wellsuited to identified needs, which may
include products that make use of
government-insured
and publiclysponeored programs.
The board of directors and senior
management demonstrate willingnese to
explore and offer conventional products
with special features and more flexible
lending criteria to make credit more
widely available, throughout the
institution’s local community, within the
bounds of safe and sound lending
practices.

Assessment Factor C
CRA is a demonstrated and important
component of the board of director’s
planning process.
A formal, written CRA program exists
with goals. objectives and methodology
for self-assessment.
The board of directors and senior
management
l Are an integral
part Of the CRA
process and activities.
l Exercise active policy oversight
and
conduct regular reviews of CRA
activities and performance.
l Ensure than an annual,
or more
frequent, analysis of the disposition of
loan application8 is made to ensure that
potential borrower8 are treated in a fair
and nondiscriminatory
manner.
l Are personally
involved in activities
designed to develop, improve and
enhance the local community.
l Consistently
support prudent but
innovative underwriting criteria that
help address community credit needs
and that may not fall within the criteria
of the institution’s more conventional
loan products.
l Provide active support to the CRA
training of personnel.
l Have expanded
their CRA
Statement describing the institution’s
CRA policies and programs, discussing
the results of their self-assessment, and
summarizing documentation of the
institution’s performance.
s-011999
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l Effectively ensure
that CRA
technical regulatory requirements
consistently met.

are

Sat+factory

Assessment Factor A
The institution has a satisfactory
record of determining credit need8 of its
local community, including low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods. This
may take the form of:
l Regular contacts
with a large,range
of individuals and groups repreeentiqg
civic, reliious, neighborhood, minority,
small business and commercial and
residential real estate development:
l Regular contact
with officials and
leaders from city, county, state, and
federal govemente and some
participation in public programs: and,
l Regular contact
with private, nonprofit developer8 or financial
intermediaries that may be used for
public/private partnership
opportunities.
The institution periodically review8
published, local demographic data in
relation to it8 lending activities.
The board of directors and senior
management satisfactorily respond to
local input regarding community credit
needs through product development,
including loans for residential
mortgager, housing rehabilitation, home
improvement, small businesses, small
farms, and rural development.
Senior management perform8 informal
reviews of leading services.
The institution offers products
reasonably suited to identified neede,
which may include product8 that make
use of government-insured
and publiclysponsored programs.
The institution offers a variety of
conventional products, and may explore
and offer conventional products with
special features and more flexible
lending criteria to make credit more
widely available, throughout its local
community, within the bounds of safe
and sound lending practices.

Assessment Factor C
CRA is routinely considered

in the
board of directors’ planning process.
The institution’8 CFA program.
including goals, objectives and
methodology for self-assessment,
is
articulated and generally undenrtood by
all levels of the institution. but may not
be explictly reflected in its formal
policies, procedures and training
programs.
The board of director8 and senior
management:
l Are generally
involved in the CRA
process and activities.

l Exercise policy oversight
and
conduct occasional reviews of CRA
activities and performance.
l Ensure that at least an annual
analysis of the disposition of loe
applications is made to enaure that
potential borrowers are treated in a fair
and nondiscriminatory manner.
l Have some involvement
in activities
designed to develop, improve and
enhance the local community.
. Consider prudent but innovative
underwriting criteria that help address
community credit needs and that may
not fall within the criteria of the
institution’8 more conventional loan
products.
l Provide adequate
eupport to the
CRA training of personnel.
l Generally
ensure that CRA
technical regulatory requirement8 are
consistently met.
The institution’s CRA Statement
satisfactorily meets the regulatory
requirements. The board of directors
and senior management have expanded
the statement to describe the
institution’s CRA policies, programs and
results; however, the material in the
expanded statement might not be fully
descriptive of the institution’s
performance.

Needs to Improve

Assessment Factor A
The institution need8 to improve its
contacts within the community to
determine the credit needs of it8 local
community, including low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods. This is
represented by:
l limited contact
with individuals and
groups representing civic, religious,
neighborhood, minority, small business
and commercial and residential real
estate development;
l limited contact
with officials and
leader8 from city, county. state, and
federal governments and marginal effort
to participate in public programs: and,
l a lack of productive
contact with
private, non-profit developers or
financial intermediaries that may be
used for public/private partnership
opportunities.
The institution occasionally considers
or analyzes published demographic data
in relation to its lending activities.
The board of director8 and senior
management show limited response to
outside input regarding community
credit needs through product
development, including loans for
residential mortgages, housing
rehabilitation, home improvement, small
business, small farms, and rural
development.
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Senior management infrequently
reviews its CRA-related activities or its
lending services in reaponse to changing
credit needs.
Credit products may not be structured
or sufficiently varied to address the
identified credit needs of certain
segments of the institution’s local
community, especially tn low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods.
The institution is not a significant
participant in government-insured
and/
or publicly-sponsored
programs.
Limited efforts have been made to
offer a variety of conventional products
or explore special features and more
flexible lending criteria to make sound
credit more widely available throughout
the institution’s local community.
Assessment

Factor C

CRA is sometimes considered in the
board of director’s planning process.
The institution’s CRA program is
inadequate and may lack goals,
objectives and methodology for selfassessment.
The board of directors and senior
managementi
l Have limited involvement
in the
CRA process and activities.
l May exercise
some policy oversight
but conduct infrequent reviews of CRA
activities and performance.
l Do no ensure
that any more than a
limited analysis of the disposition of
loan applications is made to ensure that
potential borrowers are treated in a fair
and nondiscriminatory
manner.
l Have limited involvement
in
activities designed to develop, improve
and enhance the local community.
l May be reluctant
to consider
prudent but innovative underwriting
criteria that help address community
credit needs and that may not fall within
the criteria of the institution’s more
conventional loan products.
l Provide or& limited su~oort
to tbe
CRA training of”personne1. ’ s
l May be lax in ensuring
that CRA
technical regulatory requirements are
met.
Assessment Factor A
The institution does not conduct, or
has little involvement in, activities that
determine credit needs of its local
community, including low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods. This is
represented by few, if any, contacts
with:
l Representatives
of civic, religious,
neighborhood, minority, small business
and commercial and residential real
estate development;
l Private, non-profit
developers or
financial intermediaries that may be
!&041999
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used for public/private partnership
opportunities: and,
l Officials
and leaders from city,
county, state and federal governments,
and the institution makes little or no
effort to participate in public programs.
The institution is unaware of, or
ignores, the existence of demographic
data and does not use it to analyze its
lending activities.
The board of directors and senior
management rarely (or, do not) respond
to community credit needs through
product development, including loans
for residential mortgages, housing
rehabilitation, home improvement, small
businesses, small farms, and rural
development.
Lending services are rarely (or, are
not] reviewed in response to changing
credit needs.
Customer input and/or information on
credit needs is rarely (or, is not) taken
into account in product development,
especially from customers in low- and
moderate-income areas.
There is nominal or no participation in
government-insured
and/or publiclysponsored programs.
There is little or no effort made to
offer a variety of conventional products
or explore special features and more
flexible lending criteria to make sound
credit more widely available throughout
the institution’s local community.
Assessment

Factor C

CR4 is rarely (or, is not) considered in
the board of director’s planning process.
The institution does not have an
articulated and implemented program
for dealing with its responsibilities
under CRA.
The board of directors and senior
management
l Have little, if any, involvement
in
the CRA process and activities.
l Exercise
little, if any, policy
oversight with respect to CRA and
rarely (or, do not) conduct reviews of
CRA activities and performance.
l Rarely (or does not) ensure
that an
analysis of the disposition of loan
applications is made to ensure that
potential borrowers are treated in a fair
and nondiscriminatory
manner.
l Have little, if any, involvement
in
activities designed to develop, improve
and enhance the local community.
l Are reluctant
to consider prudent
but innovative underwriting criteria that
help address community credit needs
and that may not fall within the criteria
of the institution’s more coventional
loan products.
l Provide little, if any, support
to CRA
training of personnel.
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l Rarely (or, do not) ensure
that CRA
technical regulatory requirements are
met.

Il. Marketing and Typem of Credit
Offered and Extended
The institution is evaluated in this
category on its marketing efforts to
promote the types of credit it is prepared
to offer to its community, product
implementation, and overall delivery of
credit services relative to the
institution’s CRA Statement. Emphasis
is placed on special credit related
programs. The evaluation process will
consider the following assessment
factors:
(B]The extent of the tnstitution’r marketing
and special credit-related programs to make
members of the community aware of the
credit services it offers.
(I) The institution’s origination of
residential mortgage loans, housing
rehabilitation loans. home improvement
loans. and small business and small farm
loans within its community: or the purchase
of such loans originated in ite community.
(J) The institution’s participation in
governmentally-insured, guaranteed. or
subsidized loan programs for housing. and
rmall bueinessee or emall farms.
oubtanding

Assessment

Factor B

The institution has implemented
sound marketing and adverstising
programs that are approved, reviewed
and monitored by senior management
and the board of directors. The
programs inform all segments of the
institution’s local community of general
financial products and services offered,
including those that have been
developed to address identified
community credit needs.
Marketing strategies ensure that
products and services are responsive to
identified community needs.
Advertisements are designed to
stimulate awareness of credit services
throughout the institution’s entire local
community, including low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods. This
includes use of special media aimed at
particular segments of the community.
Complete, readily available marketing
and advertising records are maintained
and internally reviewed for compliance
with applicable laws and regulations.
Personnel routinely provide
assistance to individuals and groups in
understanding and applying for credit.
Assessment

Factor I

The institution has undertaken
significant efforts to affirmatively
address a substantial portion of the
identified community credit needs
through the origination and purchase of

.
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mortgages. housing rehabilitation, home
improvement, small buriner6eB. small
farms, and rural development.
Lending levels reflect exceptional
responsiveners
to the moat pressing
community credit needa. A substantial
majority of loan6 are within the
delineated community. Loan volume, in
relation to the institution’s resources
and the community’6 credit needs,
exceed6 expectations.
The CRA Statement correctly lists all
of the institution’6 credit products
available throughout its local
community.

loarm. including those for reridential
mortgager, housing rehabilitation, home
improvement. rmall bu6ineBBer. small
farms, and rural development.
L+iing levels reflect a general
responriveneee to the most pressing
community credit needs. A significant
volume of loan6 are within the
institution’s delineated community. Loan
volume is adequate in relation to the
institution’s resource6 and its
community’6 credit needs.
The CPA Statement correctly’liets the
majority of the institution’6 credit
products available throughout it6 local
commlmity.

burinesree. amah farms. and rural
development.
Lending levels reflect marSma
re8pon6ivene88 to the most preseing
community credit neede. A significant e
volume of loan6 may be outeide the
inetitution’s delineated community, and/
or loan volume may be low in relation to
the institution’8 resource8 and its
community’s credit needs.
The CRA Statement may not
accurately list certain credit products
that the institution make8 available
throughout its local community and/or
may list Borne credit products that the
institution doe8 not make available.

Assessment

Assessment

Assessment

Factor]

Factor /

When an identified community credit
need exists, the institution takes a
leadenhip role in meeting that need and
affirmatively participate6 in
governmentally-inrured,
guaranteed, or
subsidized loan programs for housing.
small buBineBseB, small farms, and rural
development.

When an identified community credit
need exists, tbe institution generally
take6 some steps to help meet that need
and frequently participates in
govemmentally-insured,
guaranteed, or
subsidized loan programs for houeing,
small bwrineeees, small farme, and rural
development.

When an identified community credit
need exists, the institution sometimes
become6 involved in helping to meet
that need and infrequently participate6
in governmentally-ineured,
guaranteed,
or subsidized loan programs for housing,
Small bueinesees, small farms, and rural
development.

Sathsfactory

Needs to Improve

Substantial

Nonoomplianoe

Assessment

Assessment

Factor B

Assessment
. .._

Factor/

Factor B

The institution has implemented
adequate marketing and advertising
program6 that function outside the
formal oversight of eenior management
and the board of directors. The
program6 are designed to inform all
segments of the institution’8 local
community of general financial product8
endservices
offered and any products
that may have been developed to
addrese identified community credit
needs.
Although advertisements,
including
those for credit products, are carried in
widely circulated local media,
additional advertising in media directed
toward low- and moderate-income
neighborhoods may be needed in order
for the advertising program to be
effective throughout the institution’s
local community.
The institution maintains adequate
record6 of its advertising. and these are
occasionally reviewed for effectiveness
in all eegmenta of its local community.
The institution may have eetabbshed.
but limited, policies and procedures to
review proposed marketing campaigns
for compliance with applicable law6 and
regulations.
Personnel generally provide
assistance to individuals and groupe m
understanding and applying for credit,

Assessment

Factor I

The inetitution has undertaken efforts
to address a significant portion of the
identified community credit need8
through the origination and purchase of
s-041999
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Factor B

The institution’s

marketing and
advertiring programs have limited
oversight by senior management and the
board of directors, and may require
revision or expaneion to inform all
regments of the inetitution’s local
communtty of general financial products
and servicer offered.
Marketing strategiee are primarily
designed to promote an image of the
institution as a provider of general
financial products and services or as a
provider of only deposit services.
Ahhough advertisement6
are
primarily carried in local media, the
inrtitutfon doe6 not advertise in media
lpeoifically directed to low- and
moderate-income
neighborhoods within
its local community.
lj The fnstitution maintains limited
documentation of it8 advertising. The
advertising is frequently reviewed for
oomplianoe with applicable laws and
regulationr. Marketing campaign6 are
infrequently reviewed for their
effectivenerr in informing all segments
of the fnrtitution’r local community.
Personnel make limited effort to assist
individuals and gmups in undemtanding
and applying for credit.

Assessment

Factor I

The institution ia marginally

involved
in addrersing identified community
credit needs through organization and
purchase of loans, including those for
residential mortgagee, housing
rehabilitation. home improvement, small

The institution’s marketing and
adverti6ing programs, if existent. are
inadequate aa they do not address credit
product6 directed to all segments of the
institution’s local community, including
low- and moderate-income
neighborhoods.
#
The institution does not maintain
sufficient documentation of its
advertieing. The advertising i6 rarely (or,
ia not) reviewed for compliance with
applicable laws and regulations.
There ie little, if any, effort to assiet
individual6 and groupe in understanding
and applying for credit.
Assessment Factor I
The institution is minimally involved
in addressing identified community
credit needs through origination and
purchase of loans, including those for
residential mortgages, housing
rehabilitation. home improvement, emall
bueineeeee, small farme, and rural
development.
Lending levels reflect little, if any,
reeponeiveness to the most preesing
community credit needs. A substantial
majority of loan8 are outside the
institution’s delineated community, and/
or loan volume is excessively low in
relation to the institution’s resource6
and its community’s credit needs.
The CRA Statement is materially
inaccurate with respect to the types of
credit the institution is willing to make
available throughout its local
community.

l

Feded
Assessment

R&k

Factor J

When an identified community credit
need exists, the institution rarely (or,
never) becomes involved in helping to
meet that need or in participating in
qovemmentally-insured,
guaranteed. or
subsidized loan programs for housing.
small businesses, small farms. and rural
development.
III. Geographic Distribution

and Record
of Opening and Closing Offices
The evaluation process under this
category will consider the
reasonableness
of the delineated
community, the geographic distribution
of the institution’s loans and the effects
of opening or closing any offices, and
the following assessment factors:
(E) The geographic dirtribution of the
inrtitution’r credit extensions. credit
applicationr. and credit denials
(C] The inrtitution’r record of opening and
cloning off&s and providing rervicer at
OffiCfS.
chltstallding

Reasonableness
Community

of Delineated

The institution’s delineated
community meets the purpose of the
CRA and does not exclude low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods.
Assessment Factor E
The institution has a documented
analysis demonstrating that the
geographic distribution of its credit
extensions, applications, and denials
reflect a reasonable penetration of all
segments of its local community.
including low- and moderate-income
neighborhoods.
The institution has formulated
procedures to identify the geographic
distribution of its loan products. This
information is documented and used by
the board of directors and senior
management in the institution’s
establishment of loan policies, products
and services, and marketing plans.
Assessment Factor G
Offices are readily accessible to all
segments of the institution’s local
community. Business hours and services
are tailored toward the convenience and
needs of the community and are
reviewed for their effectiveness on an
ongoing basis.
Prior to closing offices, the institution
assesses the potential impact on its
ability to continue offering an
appropriate level of services throughout
its local community. This assessment
includes the institution’s taking into
consideration information and ideas
obtained from consultations with
s-o4199!3
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members of the community to minimize
the adverse impact of an office closing.
The institution’s record of closing
offtces has not had an adverse impact
on its local community.
Satisfactory
Reasonableness of Delineated
Community
The institution’s delineated
community meets the purpose of the
CRA and does not include low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods.
Assessment Factor E
The geographic distribution of the
institution’s credit extensions,
applications, and denials demonstrates
a reasonable penetration of all segments
of its local community, including lowand moderate-income neighborhoods.
The geographic distribution of the
institution’s loan products may be used
by the board of directors and senior
management in the establishment of
loan policies, products and services, and
marketing plans.
Assessment Factor G
Offices are reasonably accessible to
all segments of the institution’s local
community.
periodic review of services and
business hours assures accommodation
of all segments of the institution’s local
community.
The institution makes an adequate
assessment of the potential adverse
impact of an office closing on its local
community. This assessment includes
contacts with members of the
community for their views on the impact
and ways to minimize it.
The institution’s record of opening
and closing offices has not adversely
affected the level of services available
in low- and moderate-income
neighborhoods within its local
community.

distribution of loans, applications and
denials within the various segments of
its community.
The board of directors and senior
management may be unaware of the
geographic distribution of the
institution’s loan products or accord
inadequate or no review of lending
policies and practices with regard to
how they affect lending patterns within
their local community.
Senior management has not taken
adequate corrective action on previously
identified unreasonable lending
patterns.
Assessment

Factor G

Accessibility to the institution’s
offices is difficult for certain segments of
its local community.
Business hours may be inconvenient
relative to the needs of the institution’s
local community, particularly low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods, and
they are infrequently reviewed for
effectiveness.
The institution’s assessment of the
potential adverse impact an office
closing will have on its local community
and of methods needed to minimize that
impact is inadequate and needs revision
or expansion.
The institution’s record of opening
and closing offices indicates adverse
impact upon certain segments of its
local community, particularly low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods,
although the result may be
unintentional.
Substantial

Noncompliance

Reasonableness
Community

of Delineated

The institution’s delineated
community is unreasonable and
excludes low- and moderate-income
neighborhoods. The institution’s
pidelines for defining its community
need substantial revision.

Needs to Improve

Assessment

Reasonable of Delineated Community
The institution’s delineated
community is unreasonable and may
exclude some low- and moderateincome neighborhoods. The institution’s
guidelines for defining its community
need revision.

The geographic distribution of the
institution’s credit extensions,
applications, and denials does, in fact,
indicate unreasonable lending patterns
inside and outside its delineated
community, particularly low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods.
The board of directors and senior
management disregard the geographic
distribution of the institution’s loan
products and have taken limited or no
corrective action on previously
identified unreasonable lending
patterns.
Loan policies and procedures contain
restrictions which have or can be
expected to have a significant adverse

Assessment Factor E
The geographic distribution of the
institution’s credit extensions,
applications, and denials demonstrates
an unjustified, disproportionate
pattern
with respect to the activity inside its
delineated community as compared to
the activity outside the delineated
community and/or with respect to the

Factor E

0
;

impact on loan availability in low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods within
the institution’s local community.
G

.

Assessment Factor C
L
There is limited accessibility to the
institution’8 offices for certain segments
of it8 local community, particularly lowand moderate-income neighborhoods.
BUfJine88 hours are inconsistent
with
the needs of the institution’s local
community, and they are rarely. if ever,
reviewed for effectiveness.
The institution rarely, if ever, makes
an assessment of the potential impact of
its office opening and closing practices
on it8 local community.
The institution’s record of opening
and cloeing offlces suggeets a continuing
pattern of adverse impact upon certain
segment8 of it8 local community.
particularly low- and moderate-income
neighborhoods.
IV. Di=rMnation
Credit Practices

and Other Illegal

The institution is evaluated in this
category on it8 compliance with
antidiscrimination
and other related
credit laws, including efforts to avoid
doing bU8im?88 in particular area8 or
illegal prescreening. The evaluation
process will consider the following
aseesement factors:
(D) Any practices intended to dircoumge
application8 for type8 of credit ret forth in the
institution’s CRKStetement(r).
(F) Evidence of prohibited dircrbninatory
or other illegal credit practices.

Factor D

The institution affiatively
solicits
credit applications from all segments of
it8 local community, with a etrong focus
on low- and moderate-income
neighborhoods.
The board of directors and senior
management have developed complete
written policies, procedures, and
training program8 to assure the
institution doe8 not illegally discourage
or prescreen applicants.
The institution regularly assesses the
adequacy of implemented,
nondiscriminatory
policies, procedures
and training programs through internal
review and management reporting
mechanisme.
Assessment

Factor F

The institution is in aubstantial
compliance with all provisions of the
antidiscimination
laws and regulations,
including: the Equal Credit Opportunity
Act, the Fair Housing Act, the Home
Mortgage DisClO8Ure Act, and any
agency regulations pertaining to
s-041999
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treatment

of credit

Satisfactory
Assessment

Factor D

The institution generally solicits credit
application8 from all segments of its
local community, including low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods.
The board of director8 and senior
management have developed adequate
.
policies, procedure8 and training
programs supporting nondiscrimination
in lending and credit activities. Minor
revisions or expansion may be required.
The institution periodically assesses
the adequacy of implemented,
nondiscriminatory
policies, procedure8
and training programs through internal
reviews and management reporting
mechanisms
Assessment

Factor F

The tnetitution is in compliance with
the substantive provisions of
antidiecrimination
laws and regulations,
including, the Equal Credit Opportunity
Act, the Fair Housing Act, the Home
Mortgage Dieclosure Act, and any
agency regulations pertaining to
nondiscriminatory
treatment of credit
applicants
Any violations disclosed are
nonsubstantive
in nature, and
corrections are promptly made by senior
management.
Needs to Improve
Assessment

outstanding
Assessment

nondiscriminatory
applicante.

Factor D

Although the institution accepts credit
application8 from all eegments of it8
local community, available data
ruggests the possibility of isolated.
illegal discouraging or prescreening of
applicante.
The institution’8 policies. procedures
and training programs are inadequate
and require significant revision or
expansion to support nondiscrimination
in lending and credit activities.
The review and/or reporting
mechanism developed by the board of
directors and senior management need
improvement to fully assure that the
institution doe8 not illegally discourage
or preecreen applicants
Assessment

Factor F

The institution ie not in compliance
with the substantive provisions of
antidiscrimination
laws and regulations,
including: the Equal Credit Opportunity
Act, the Fair Housing Act, the Home
Mortgage Disclosure Act. and any
agency regulation8 pertaining to
nondiscriminatory
treatment of credit
applicants

Substantive violations are noted on an
isolated basis. ViOlatiOn8 may be
repeated from previous examinations.
Substantial

Noncompliance

Assessment

Factor D

Available data indicate8 that the
institution rarely. if ever, considers
credit applications from all segments of
its local community. The volume of
application8 from low- and moderateincome neighborhoods is very low or
nonexistent.
The institutions’s policies, procedures
and programs are either nonexistent or
in need of 8Ub8tantial revision to
properly support nondiscrimination
in
lending and credit activities
The review and/or reporting
mechanism8 developed by the board of
directors and senior management and
designed to assess implemented
policies, procedures. and training
program8 to Support nondiscrimination
in lending and credit activities are
inadequate and require substantial
rev&on. Or, the institution has not
developed any review or reporting
mechanisms to as8ure that the
institution does not illegally discourage
or prescreen applicanta.
Assessment

Factor F

The institution i8 in substantial
noncompliance With antidiscrimination
laws and regulations. including: the
Equal Credit Opportunity Act, the Fair
Housing Act, the Home Mortgage
Diacloeure Act, and any agency
regulation8 pertaining to
nondiscriminatory
treatment of credit
applicants.
The inetitution ha8 demonstrated a
pattern or practice of prohibited
discrimination, or has committed a large
number of substantive viOhtiOU8 Of the
antidiscrimination
laws and regulations.
Violations may be repeated from
previous examinations
V. Community

Development

An institution is evaluated in this
category on it8 participation in
community development and/or other
factors relating to meeting local credit
needs. The evaluation process will
consider the following assessment
factora:
(H) The institution’8 participation,
including investments, in local community
development and redevelopment projectsor
programa.
(K) The institution’s ability to meet various
community credit needs balred on ib
financial condition and size. and legal
impediments. local economic conditions and
other factors.

I

.
Federal

w

(L) Other facton that. in the regulatory
autbotity’r judgment naronably bear upon
the extent to which an inrtitution ir helping
to meet the credit need8 of itr entire
umununity.
oubtlulding

‘Assessment

Factor H

The institution has maintained,
through ongoing efforts, a high level of
participation in development and
redevelopment program6 within its local
community, often in a leadership role.
Assessment

Factor K

The institution har played a
leadership role in developing and/or
implementing rpecific projecb
promoting economic revitalization and
growth, consirtent with ib size,
financial capacity, location, and current
local economic conditiona. It8
participation in these projects may have
taken, for example, the form of
investment, direct loana or loan0
through intermediaries, financial
servicer. and technical amrirtance.
The institution har ertablirhed good
working relationrhipr with government
and private sector repreeentativer to
identify opportunities for the
institution’s involvement in addrearing
community development needr.
Assessment

Factor L

The institution has engaged in other
meaningful activities, not covered under
other performance categories, which
contribute to the inetitution’e efforts to
help meet community credit needs.
fkatiBfactory
Assessment Factor H
The inrtitution ir generally aware of
any community development and
redevelopment program within ib
community, and periodically
participates in such programa
Assessment

Factor K

The institution

generally rupporta the
development or implementation of
specific project8 promoting economic
revitalization and growth, conrirtent
with its rize. financial capacity, location,
and current local conditions. Its
participation in these project8 may have
taken. for example, the form of
investment, direct loans or loans
through intermediaries, financial
servicea, and technical assistance.
The institution hae informed
government and private sector
repre8entattves of its interest in
participating in community development
projecta and is already involved in
some atqrects of planning or
implementation.
tS-cMl999
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Factor L

The inMution has demonstrated a
williiee8
to explore other activities
contributing to its efforta to help meet
community credit needs which are not
covered in other performance
categories.

Factor H

The inetitution has limited awareness
of any community development and
redevelopment programs within its local
community and rarely seeks them out or
participatee in them.
Assessment

Factor K

The institution has played only a
limited role in developing projects to
foster economic revitalization and
growth, and has taken limited action to
learn or support the specific features of
existing programs.
The institution has rarely contacted
government and private sector
representatives to discuss community
development needs and opportunities.
Assessment

Factor L

The inetitution expresses a
willingness to consider participation
other activities designed to meet
community credit needr only when
specific proposals or requests are
brought to its attention.
Subtantiaf

Noncomplfanca

Assessment

Factor H

in

The institution is unaware of, or not
interested in. the existence and nature
of community development programs
within it8 local community. The
institution hae made little or no effort to
participate tn these programs.
Assessment

Factor K

The institution hae played a very
small. if any, role in developing or
implementing specific projects
promoting economic revitalization and
growth.
The institution has made little, if any,
effort to contact government or private
sector reprerentatives
to learn about
community development needs or the
features of existing programs.
Assessment

Assistant Executive Secretary, Federal
Financial Jnstitutians Examination Council.
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Neu& to Improve
Assessment

K&k J. Todd,

Factor L

Senior management has shown little,
if any. interest in pursuing other
activities. not covered under other
performance categories, which would
enhance the inetitution’e effectiveness in
helping address community credit
needs.

